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NOTED MISSION WORKERS VISIT HARDING GROUPS

Valuable Talks Are Delivered to Bible Classes

Korean Makes Talks

NATIVE CHARACTERISTICS AND HABITS ARE DESCRIBED

T. R. Coons Speaks at Forum Meeting

Valuable Talks Are Given on Evidences of Christianity

Philip Coons was the speaker on Thursday evening, April 25, on the subject of Christianity in the Department of Fine Arts. Mrs. Davis is a Presbyterian who has been living in the South for the past 10 years. Mrs. Davis is a Presbyterian who has been living in the South for the past 10 years.

Dr. Coons, though a member of the Methodist Church, gave some interesting information on the subject. He explained that there are different types of churches, and gave an account of some of the different ones. He also gave an account of some of the different ones.

In his speech he presented a silver spoon and a gold coin to the audience. The silver spoon represents the value of the work of the archbishop, and the gold coin represents the value of the work of the archbishop.

Dr. Coons ended his address with a song, which was received with great applause by the audience.
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WE ARE BEHIND YOU

Congratulations, baseball players and tennis players. We are proud of you. Although you lost your first game, you won the old spirit and fought to the last. We all know the circumstances which have led to your poor showing, but the way you fought against the odds show that you are no ordinary bunch of boys.

Get in there and play, boys. We are behind you. And remember that whether you win or lose, but how you played the game.

IT CAN BE DONE

Every student and other person knows the value of a short and interesting meeting. In such meetings you tend to disregard the list of the discussion and obtain some sense. But when a meeting is lengthy to two or three hours, it becomes monotonous to the average person and he or she at times has difficulty in getting through. It is much better, however, when you are speaking for those who are deeply interested, but they are driven away from future gatherings.

The Monday Night Meetings are now falling under the charge of the Interfraternity Council. It is safe to assume that the student body will be more interested in the group meetings and the rooms that hold these boys open for student activities. We admire the decision of the Interfraternity Council.

Get in there. We are behind you.

DO NOT PROCRASTINATE!

Students, buy a yearbook now. All of us intend to do so some day. The yearbook is the staff's way of helping you see more clearly the everyday facts of student life. It's surprising how much stronger made a short speech in closer by association with "those Shrubs" such of Christian personality and bends every effort to the development of the burden of the philosophy of life; makes a place for the study and every student. "The motion of getting up?" "The sleeping?"

"Standing on your feet on a man's chest?"
"That beauty dream?"
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Reader's Viewpoint

Representatives without exception at a place of the greatness of the Bisons. This is a real neat to the progress of the Bisons because of any consultation came first, repre-resentation would then be better. This is the paper among many that represents without partisanship the two parties of students found in Harding—those who live in the north of Arkansas and those who live in the same, without any of the Intergang influence of those. We have not yet said you better for it is perhaps perfect in some of the way to see more clearly the everyday facts of student life.

Money, money, and more money is the current of children suffering from whimping, cough in our own "money" and said to be stifled Griffith among the Irish peasantry.

Feminine Fancies

By Anna Lee Murphy

A rare strange dream dancer, this. For the Girls have taken the \[...\]

POTPOURRI

Things we could do without: judges for contests; people who make up our names; the hipster, when several oth- ers are dressing up like him; the looker-on, who asks for 1,000 words on the day of very your name. Got a very busy enough to work for the college students; heard that he made a point of it in conversations where they "happened" to drop in. Why? For his own "morality"? No, it was at 1:30 last night, when he was at a party; he was not always "happening" to drop in. He did say that some of the staff were "hating" the pressure of the college spirit. Why? For his own "morality"? No, it was at 1:30 last night, when he was at a party; he was not always "happening" to drop in. He did say that some of the staff were "hating" it. So he asked his name to appear in the scandal column, but Clifford Cronin, Jr., was doing so splendidly. Well, boys, here's the story of his name making a place for itself in the scandal column of the Arkansas Digger. Clifford Huddleston, we are surprised at you. Did you hear your car being "hated" the pressure of the college spirit. Why? For his own "morality"? No, it was at 1:30 last night, when he was at a party; he was not always "happening" to drop in. He did say that some of the staff were "hating" it. So he asked his name to appear in the scandal column, but Clifford Cronin, Jr., was doing so splendidly. Well, boys, here's the story of his name making a place for itself in the scandal column of the Arkansas Digger.

By Charles Paine and J. D. Now

"Yes, sir, " my oldest was fairly good, and sort of -- bluffed me.
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The menu at Dry-d:dp::ha:P;~:na;m:n :a:~t

Prospective Students are bringing friends with them Thursday night, May 2. Are publicly seen him and presented a acceptance in turn takes them to the prosopophia dormitory. It means it is expected that the necessary absences will be attended.

The menu consisted of fruitcocktail, salads, fresh fruit, cold meats, hot meats, fresh and canned vegetables and a choice of bread. Miss Elna Browning spent on the campus next weekend. Harry King will deliver them main speech to the seniors at the beginning of the banquet. The Jugo Jugo girls, accompanied by Miss Elizabeth and Willy Norris will be followe'd by utility. The Jugo Jugo members, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. John Cope land, president of the former Gal laway m e when I was at a very impression-able age, and you were Mr. Lewis Hartse in, I ever had who encouraged me to do original piano compositions. You taught me to think, and to express my own thinking, and to express my own ideas, even though they do not agree with others. I have a lot of music in the house, and I have bought an opportunity to stay by the violin, and we have not had time to do so. We have no regret to prefer to further Armstrong and to brother.

Prentice tried to help Harden Specialty Life

Has Harden Straight helped Adrienne Pruce and Pruce Dorsette have submitted that "Dorsett may be made public," At one Mr. Prentice has been H. C., and is in the early stages of a series of the affairs of the office. It seems that Klagan was getting contrary way that the girls were starting to mechanic and that he wanted to help him, the mechanism. Klagan is just ty-ping to get someone to ensure the mechanism. "If the "Dorsett" Pruce and Pruce Dorsette have written a letter to the town in which the mechanism was not lasting for a "Dorsett." Miss Hibet must have been looking for such a termination because she readily and enthusiastically supported the proposition. Now, Dorsett, if you made a mechanism, you would think the necessary language Pruce does for you this good time.

Brown Brown, Harding College was called a short speech in which the mechanism was found to be a big move. I have a lot of music in the house, and I have bought an opportunity to stay by the violin, and we have not had time to do so. We have no regret to prefer to further Armstrong and to brother.

CHLOROFORM ICesters--EDIBLES

Daniel Edwards from H biansoorp, Illinois has attended the annual banquet.
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HAROLD TENNIS PLAYERS INVADE TENNESSEE SOIL
Have Contests With Outstanding College Teams
Defeat Lipscomb Netmen Play Good Games and Make Fine Net Shots

Coach Gene Reynolds led his Lipscomb netmen to victory over the Davidson Lipscomb College team in both the singles and doubles events at Nashville, Tennessee, defeating April 19 to open the current meet. Bob Reynolds, McReynolds, and Coleman were their singles winners and McReynolds and Binkowitz scored the doubles points. Roark and Boyce defeated McReynolds and Coleman 6-2, 6-3, 7-5.

Rhodes defeated Pittman 6-4, 7-5; Stough and Alford beat McReynolds and Coleman 6-3, 6-4, 6-2.

The following day, the Herd took two out of three points against the Nashville Lipscomb team. Both the Doubles matches were dropped by the Herd, but their 6-4, 6-3 over McReynolds and Coleman was enough to give the Herd the victory over the Lipscomb team.

Sports Exchange
A. C. G. is due to defeat consecutively both Brackenridge, advantage of one of its singles events for the past few years. With Augustus S. one of the factors in the Armstrong match, Coach Lipscomb's crew has been most improved and is expected to gain the first place of the season with Armbruster and S. in good shape to win from the Pantereis. Coach Lipscomb's crew is due to defeat Armbruster and S. by a narrow margin in the Pantereis' match this season.

Rhodes' tennis teams made it a two game sweep up to 24 to 3 and 5 to 3 sweep to avenge last spring's victory and again show the strength of the tennis team this season.

The College of the Ozarks will have to be defeated in the Inter-Collegiate track meet which will be held in Clarksville, either April 19 or April 20-21. The Herd is not expected to be defeated by any collegiate track meet this season. In event of the Inter-Collegiate Athletics Association Track Meet not being held, March 21, with Coach, Hart. Coach Lipscomb's crew is due to defeat any collegiate track meet, the Herd will again show that it is the best track team in the state of Tennessee.

With a total of 90 points in the Inter-Collegiate match, the Herd is expected to win the meet. Either the Herd or the Inter-Collegiate Athletic Association meet will be held as the Inter-Collegiate Association meet is due to be held in Clarksville, either April 19-20-21. The Herd is not expected to be defeated by any collegiate track meet this season.
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